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Specifications
Available in 48" (1219mm) wide.
Available in the following heights: 60" (1524mm), 72" (1829mm).

SIZES

15 standard colors. Custom prints also available.

COLORS

1.5" thick (38mm).

THICKNESS

Available with ezoBord on both sides, ezoBord on one side and whiteboard on the other, ezoBord with
pattern on both sides, ezoBord with pattern on one side and whiteboard on the other. ezoBord surface
fully tackable.

SURFACE

ASTM E84 A and CAN/ULC S102.

FIRE TESTING

100% polyester, +/- 50% of which comes from recycled water bottles without use of adhesives or other
bonding agents.

MATERIAL

3/8" (9mm) averages NRC 0.75 (subject to mounting conditions) 1.0 NRC in mid-high frequencies.

NOISE REDUCTION

 bi Mobile Office Dividers, add color and shape and design while
O
helping control room acoustics and are fully tackable.

CLEANING

Remove dust and dirt with a stiff plastic bristle brush. Distilled water can be used to remove stains. Always
use a soft, clean cloth and blot dry.

INSTALLATION

ezoBord Obi Panels come ready to install with heavy duty locking casters that will work on carpet or hard
surface floors.
ezoBord PET fibre panels employ a traditional felt production process. Multiple tones can be present in
the fiber and some variations in color should be expected when specifying this sustainable material.

PRODUCT VARIANCES

Standard Colors

Standard Edges

A new generation surface material that both
absorbs noise and is fully tackable.
Acoustical Obi Mobile Office Dividers are the perfect way to
instantly transform any space into places where people meet
collaborate, share and learn. Lightweight and totally mobile, OBI
Office Dividers feature ezoBord surface materials and are available
in a variety of visually interesting patterns. OBI Office Dividers are
also available with rewriteable surface options, perfect for mutli
task/meeting environments.
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Standard Surface Options

Made with recycled plastic water bottles.
EZOBORD
SURFACE

PATTERENED
SURFACE

WHITEBOARD
SURFACE

PURE BLACK

TIGER ORANGE

PB09

T024

CHARCOAL

RUBY RED

CG06

RR28

SLATE GRAY

DEEP PURPLE

SG07

DP30

SILVER GRAY

MINDNIGHT NAVY

SG04

MN12

CLASSIC WHITE

AQUA BLUE

CW04

AB40

LIGHT BEIGE

POWDER BLUE

LB01

PB02

DESERT SAND

GREEN APPLE

DS10

GA41

AMBER YELLOW
AY27

